
Vehicle Health - Stop Breakdowns Before They Happen

Keep your vehicles on the road. Prevent damage before it leads to expensive breakdowns, out-of-
service events, and run-time delays. GreenRoad Vehicle Health gives you total visibility into the vital 
signs of your vehicles, allowing you to fix issues well before the “check engine” light goes. 

GreenRoad Vehicle Health focuses on the systems that keep your vehicles - and your business - performing 
on time and delivering outstanding customer service. 

The information provided by the system’s real-time monitoring reduces operating costs and frees up 
valuable engineering resources. Its exception reports and alerts help you minimize maintenance costs and 
keep your vehicles on the road. As a result, you are able to keep to your schedule, maximize utilization of 
manpower and capital equipment, and improve vehicle ROI.

Keep Your Business in Top Working 

Critical Vehicle Health Insights

The Data You Need, When You Need It

GreenRoad connects with vehicle engines to continuously monitor their critical systems. It tracks the vital 
signs of your fleet and uncovers mechanical failures at their first appearance.

Tailor Vehicle Health Alerts to the unique needs of your fleet. Set performance cut-offs and policies to 
specify when performance slippage requires your attention. 

Configure real-time alerts for instant notification of mission-critical mechanical faults that can lead to safety 
concerns or costly breakdowns. Set channels for each alert and recipient, choosing between SMS, email 
and GreenRoad Central dashboard notifications.



The system’s live data and historical trends keep you on top of the mechanical status of each and every vehicle 
in the fleet, and for the fleet as a whole. Use its reports and screens to identify severe faults at a glance, and to 
zoom in for detailed information. 

Follow-up reports keep you focused on the problems that need attention. Manage and act on chronic or 
recurring issues that point towards faulty maintenance or problematic driver behaviour.

Manage and Act

Request a Demo

Contact us: info@greenroad.com 

Visit our website: www.greenroad.com
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For further information please contact your account manager or ask our solution experts for a demonstration. 

Monitor
Monitor the overall health of your fleet on GreenRoad Central, and drill down to investigate issues with 
individual vehicles and operating units. 

The Vehicle Health Faults dashboard provides a bird’s eye view of all outstanding issues in near-real time. 
Quickly assess the overall impact of mechanical issues on the fleet, and triage fault mediation to optimise 
quality of service.

To proactively address mechanical issues, pinpoint the location of vehicles with active faults and direct 
them to the nearest service centres.


